THE OFFICIAL AFTER DARK PROGRAMME OF AV FESTIVAL 08 PRESENTED BY NOVAK

28/2 THURSDAY
NEWCASTLE
LUMEN PRESENT: SECCO BAR 8PM-12AM, FREE
STEVE G, VJ CACI, SUPER 8 JOURNEYS

29/2 FRIDAY
NEWCASTLE
FREAKY DANCING IN ASSOCIATION WITH COSMIC BALLROOM 10.30PM-4AM, £10 age-related entry www.kslclub.com
SOMA RECORDS present SLAM (4 hour set) LETS GO OUTSIDE (live)

01/3 SATURDAY
NEWCASTLE
AV:ISION & NO NAME PRESENT: BERNACCIA 8PM-1AM, FREE
HUDSON MOHAWKE (warp) MARCIA BLANE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
MR BIRD

02/3 SUNDAY
NEWCASTLE
NO-FI PRESENT: DIGITAL NIGHTCLUB 8PM-2AM, £10
AUTECHRE (live/ warp) ROB HALL (skam) SND (live)

03/3 MONDAY
MIDDLESBROUGH
LUMEN & AV:ISION PRESENT: THE BASEMENT 8PM-1AM, FREE
DAVE ALLISON + MICHELLE TRIP, ELECTRO FLAMENCO, SUPANAUGHT

04/3 TUESDAY
MIDDLESBROUGH
AV:ISION PRESENT: THE BASEMENT 8PM-1AM, FREE
POINTLESS CREATIONS, NOVAK + *SPARK present LIVE KINETXT
GHETTO METHOD (live art)

05/3 WEDNESDAY
MIDDLESBROUGH
AV:ISION PARTY PRESENT: ABSOLUTE BAR 8PM-12AM, FREE
NOVAK 3D DISCO, PEOPLE GET REAL

06/3 THURSDAY
SUNDERLAND
AV:ISION / WARD 10 PRESENT: THE WHITE ROOMS 8PM-12AM, FREE
WARD 10 DJ'S, EDWARD PRICE + MORE

07/3 FRIDAY
SUNDERLAND
AV:ISION / WARD 10 PRESENT: THE NATIONAL GLASS CENTRE 8PM-1AM, £5
DJ HARRI AND THE REVENGE (live) LIAM CARLIN, WARD 10 DJ'S

08/3 SATURDAY
NEWCASTLE
BP TV PRESENT: CARLING ACADEMY, NEWCASTLE 10.30PM-3AM, £5 NOV/26 NOV NOV/15
CINEMAPROOF (live 5 hour AV performance)

09/3 SUNDAY
NEWCASTLE
AV:ISION AT THE ROUND PRESENT: THE ROUND THEATRE 8PM-12AM, £3
RAJ PANNU (coldcut/vj/dj) WARM DIGITS, TOKYO ACID CRU, NAME,
ARTWHORE, RETINA GLITCH, PREAMPTIVE + MORE